
EXPERIENCE:

01/15 - Present ANTHONY HARRISON / Design Consultant / New York, NY
  I am a film and music obsessed Art Director who has spent a lot of time in product design. The management of teams and mentorship
  of young designers are passions of mine which I have found as fulfilling as the design process itself. 
  
  I believe in minimalism and that tomorrow is another chance to outdo ourselves. Much like life, design is about problem solving
  and the joy is in the search for solutions.

01/14 - 08/14 NIKE  / Senior Design Director Brand Jordan Apparel / Portland, OR
  As a result of doubling the business in Football, I was asked to join Jordan brand Apparel. Sat over a $350M business and the seasonal 
  design direction and drive the process for the BRAND JORDAN according the the overall Nike inc. direction. Lead a team of 11 
  product and graphic designers to create  Jordan apparel lines for ON-COURT, TRAINING and SPORTSWEAR. Work with professional
  athletes Russell Westbrook, Chris Paul, Carmello Anthony and Blake Gri�n to gain insights relating to basketball performance 
  product. Present the line to Michael Jordan and walk him through the process from initial thoughts to final product. Drive the 
  collaboration line with Barney's New York / Russell Westbrook / Brand Jordan. Develop seasonal theme and align cut and sew, 
  graphics and color/material. Oversaw design Signature uniforms for Jordan College teams and Olympic Basketball teams as well 
  as game theater and sportswear product. Liase with Children’s and accessory licensee in NYC seasonally on Direction.

01/13 - 01/14 NIKE  / Senior Design Director NFL + NCAA Apparel / Portland, OR
  After much success in raising the bar for North America Presided I was asked to join Nike Football. Sat over a then $750M business and 
  set the seasonal design direction for the NFL sport category according the overall brand direction. Managed and lead a team of
  15 (4 product designers , 4 Art Directors and 7 Graphic designers) to create NFL/NCAA training and performance apparel. Align
  cut and sew, color/material and  graphics teams. Also lead accessories. Reset the Sideline apparel for SUPERBOWL 2014 in NYC
  television viewership. Scripted teams and sta� from head-to-toe from arrival in NYC to training to the event. Developed NIKE
  FIELD GENERALS  line for branded Nike Football product line. This line was created around signature quarterbacks Colin Kaepernick, 
  Russell Wilson, Drew Brees, Aaron Rodgers and Andrew Luck. Work with Product Management team setting line plan for
  placement in US Nike Football retail accounts. Reset the licensed NFL/NCAA apparel lines for all teams for Men’s and Women’s
  sportswear. Drive the design process and present to Senior Brand leadership bi-monthly.

06/11 - 01/13 NIKE  / Design Director North America Product Creation - Apparel & Footwear / Portland, OR
  Sat over North America‘s $1.2bn business setting the design direction for Apparel and Footwear, Graphic Design and Equipment.
  Lead team of 10 (4 product designers , 2 Graphic designers, and 2 color designers) to create seasonal product specifically for 
  North American accounts. Worked closely with individual sport categories to round out their individual o�erings. Set the
  direction for N7 Native American Access to Sport charity seasonal product capsules. Collaborated with N7 and Pendleton 
  Wool Mills to create a limited edition collection including traditional Native blanket, footwear, apparel and outerwear. Drive the
  overall design process and present to Senior Brand leadership seasonally. Lead and inspire team around culture and sport and the
  intersection at which they meet.

01/07 - 06/11 THE HOME OFFICE, LLC  / Founder and Principal / New York, NY
  Creative Services freelance operation specializing in art direction, graphic design, illustration, branding, and motion graphics. Also
  specialized in brand creation and apparel design. Clients include Nike, Puma, WESC, Calvin Klein, The Discovery Channel, Love
  & War, Translation Marketing & Advertising, Game Theory Films and many more.

07/06 - 09/08 CORNER$TORE HERO & LOCAL STRANGLER / Co Founder and Creative Director / New York, NY
  Founded Contemporary Young Mens’ lines in conjunction with NYC Retailer. CORNER$TORE HERO (16-25) and LOCAL
  STRANGLER (25-35). Built both brands from original concept to final executions. Created 360º brand identities from packaging
  to online presence. Embarked on extensive research in NYC, London, Amsterdam, Paris and Tokyo gathering design reference,
  street photgraphy, music, sport and art reference. Upon returning to NYC, built full sample lines and travelled to Hong Kong
  and China to oversee production process first hand. Worked with Japan based manufacturer in NYC to create a small denim coll-
  ection for each brand. Designed and managed booth at MAGIC/Pool Convention 2008, winning 2nd place in Best Brands at the show in
  DNR Magazine.

01/04 - 03/06 PRPS (Purpose) + AKADEMIKS / Design Manager / New York, NY
  Previous responsibilities, plus daily management of Akademiks design-team. Traveled to Japan twice annually with Senior Apparel
  designer to research and develop premium product for boutique sub-brand PRPS. Art Directed and designed all PRPS graphic
  applications, labels and packaging. Copy writing. Served as right hand to the Creative Director Donwan Harell.
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06/02 - 01/04 AKADEMIKS / Senior Art Director / New York, NY
  Developed seasonal marketing and advertising campaigns from concept to printed material. Assembled team of photographer,
  stylist, hair and makeup. Art directed all photoshoots in-studio and on-location. Approved photo retouching, wrote full campaign
  copy and designed final art for International advertising, billboards, in-store signage and catalogs. Designed look-books, catalogs
  and web site. Created seasonal themes around which product was designed. Created graphic applications for product. Designed
  seasonal ‘special’ packaging and labeling. Traveled to Hong Kong twice annually for product review. Traveled to London and Tokyo
  for research once annually.

06/01 - 12/01 BLUE FLAME MARKETING & ADVERTISING / Senior Art Director / New York, NY
  Developed campaign ideas and presentations for clients including Timberland, Converse, Bad Boy Records and Sean John. Art
  direction, graphic design packaging, corporate identity, illustration, and copy writing for all incoming clients. Developed o�cial
  company logo and stationery. 

01/01 - 06/01 ALPHANUMERIC / Senior Art Director / San Diego, CA
  Art direction and graphic design of seasonal marketing and advertising materials. Worked directly with apparel designer on all
  graphic applications. Graphic design, illustration and copy writing for cutting-edge action-sports brand. Produced Hong Kong photo
  shoot for catalog.  Designed and developed re-branded packaging.

08/98 - 01/01 MECCA USA / Art Director / New York, NY 
  Produced and directed seasonal photoshoot and gathered imagery for all marketing and advertising needs. Directed in-house
  team of four (4) in graphic design of seasonal denim and sportswear lines. Recruited and managed freelance graphic designers. 
  Designed and developed company web site with outside firm.

02/95 - 07/98 ARISTA RECORDS / Art Director / New York, NY
  Developed album artwork and packaging from concept to final product. Worked directly with photographers and artists’ manage-
  ment. Designed advertising, point-of-purchase and special promo materials. Collaborated with sta� writers and producers on
  television commercials. Attended video shoots with photographer to gather material for advertising and packaging. Produced illustrations, 
  logos and web graphics as needed.  Projects include Monty Python, Fishbone, Whitney Houston, and The Notorious BIG. 

09/93 - 02/95 ARISTA RECORDS / Graphic Designer / New York, NY
   Assisted Art Directors from photo shoot to final design. Developed single artwork and packaging for CD, cassette, and vinyl.

07/93 - 09/93 SOURCE MAGAZINE / Art Department intern / New York, NY

03/93 - 07/93 JIVE RECORDS / Art Department Intern / New York, NY

10/92 - 03/93 BARBARA ROMAN - Children’s book Illustrator / Intern / New York, NY

MEMBERSHIPS: AIGA - NY Chapter

  ART DIRECTORS CLUB - NYC

  Museum Of Modern Art - New York

EDUCATION:  

09/89 - 06/92  New York Institute Of Technology / NYC Campus / Fine Art / BFA Program

INTERESTS:  Soccer, music, typography, film, crime novels, travel, bass guitar, caricature

REFERENCES:  Furnished upon request
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Anthony Harrison is a native North Londoner who moved to NYC in 1984 at the age of 12.  Anthony was already turned on by design, graphics and sport at a young 

age relishing weekly trips to the supermarket with his Mum where the packaging, color, and textures began to influence his style. A huge soccer fan with dreams of one 

day playing professionally, Anthony was also drawn to the many kits, pitches and TV broadcasts in England and within the European game where sport and branding 

uniquely came together. 

Anthony’s first working roles were as an intern at Jive Records and The Source Magazine in NYC,  jobs he landed the old fashioned way in a pre-Linked-In world by 

copying down the names and phone numbers of every record label with offices in NYC and cold calling them all until he got a bite. Six months later, that same list 

would produce his first paid role as a Jr. Designer at Arista Records. Calling Arista his first “real learning ground” Anthony rose to Art Director at age 24 producing 

projects for Whitney Houston, Patti Smith, Brand Nubian, Graham Parker, The Notorious BIG, and Monty Python to name a few. This role gave Anthony exposure at 

a young age to industry legend Clive Davis who Anthony says taught him the importance of “having to know everything”. 

During his time as an Art Director at Arista, Anthony was signed to a major label recording contract at MCA and he decided to maintain both career paths “because 

you never where those things go”.  Anthony ultimately chose to stay the course in design and moved into the apparel world in 2000 working with a variety of apparel brands 

finally landing at Akademiks / PRPS and becoming Design Manager within two years. Akademiks he says “fit the way I worked and the design and production standards 

were very high. Every designer was responsible for his/her technical specs so you saw a garment through from sketch to final piece”.  

Anthony went independent in 2005 forming the The Home Office and working with various clients including Nike. This allowed Anthony to pursue the type of work 

he finds most rewarding and built his reputation as one of the top independent creative talents in the business. Anthony’s work has been highly regarded both internally 

and by the consumer. 

In 2011, after 4 years as a consultant, Anthony joined Nike full time as Design Director of North America Product Creation. In this role he sat over a $1.2bn business 

in which he collaborated with various sport categories and managed a team of 9 producing apparel, footwear, graphics and accessories.

After 14 months Mr. Harrison was promoted to Design Director of NFL/NCAA Football. This was a team of product designers, art directors and graphic designers. 

He was given the task by Mark Parker himself to reset the sideline of the NFL and NCAA which Parker regarded as ‘old’ and ‘messy’. Using the Seattle Seahawks (NFL) 

and Ohio State (NCAA) as the templates Anthony built a design ethos around modernizing the look of football while staying true to its roots. With a business at $750M, 

there was also a need to create football specific product for training, on-field and post game. Traveling to football combines at High School, College and Professional 

levels Anthony and his product management partners set out to create a collection of apparel that would set Nike Football apart. With all of the information and insights 

gained he dug into the archives finding the Nike Field Generals advertising campaign from 1981 featuring the top quarterbacks of the day. This theme was modernized 

and refined to create a new collection for Spring 2014 also named FIELD GENERALS using the 5 star icon along with the swoosh. The signature quarterbacks fearured 

in the product launch are Colin Kaepernick, Russell Wilson, Drew Brees, Aaron Rodgers and Andrew Luck. This product tripled the Nike Football business and 

continues to perform well at retail. Anthony's team also outfitted both teams for the 2014 Super Bowl held in NY/NJ. 

In December of 2014 Anthony was appointed Senior Design Director of Jordan Brand apparel. With the business at $350M he was tasked with growing the apparel 

business and raising the bar of design as he had done in his prior two roles. While at Jordan he worked with a team of 10 over on-court, training and lifestyle apparel. 

This was the perfect job for Anthony given his experience. He brought the design direction back to it's core audience while pushing the aesthetic forward. Within weeks 

the new design ethos was in place and a new direction was set. Projects included the Spring 16 Performance and training lines, Russell Westbrook x Barneys NY and 

the redesign of the Georgetown University and Croatia Olympic basketball uniforms. 

While at Nike Anthony kept himself immersed in the culture of music and design outside of sport by serving as Art Director with photographer Alexander Richter and 

writer Sean Stewart on a project called SevensClash™ - A weekly blog and eventual limited edition book documenting a guided seven-day journey through Kingston, 

Jamaica. He also worked with photographer Matthew Salacuse on a promo piece for London based recording artist KING KRULE - A 6 pages tabloid sized pictorial 

of several dates from the 2014 Tour. 

Anthony worked with trailblazing producer/composer Gary Gunn on his installation of Musical Portraits in NYC 2013. An avid movie buff he has also created several 

film posters for independent films over the last two years. 

In November of 2014 after three years in-house at Nike, Anthony and his wife decided to return to New York City for their next chapter. “Everything I have learned over 

the past 20 years in design has prepared me for tomorrow. I have been fortunate enough to work on some high-pressure, high-profile projects that have enabled me to create a body of 

work that clearly shows what I bring to the table. Mentorship of young design talent is a passion and something I see as a duty given my many mentors throughout my career. There 

is always more to learn”.
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